showcase #5
-serendipityHyogo Mugyuda, Kawatou, Teppei Sako
2016.05.06（fri.）— 05.29（sun.）
open on fri., sat., and sun. 12:00-18:00
opening reception：05.06（fri.）18:00-20:00
appointments are available on weekdays

eN arts is honored to present “Serendipity”, the fifth exhibition in the “showcase”
series curated by Minoru Shimizu.

From its inception in 2012, these

exhibitions, as the name implies, literally showcase talented young
photographers.
The theme of showcase #5 is “Encountering Chance – Serendipity”. What will
you see in each snapshot? – We are sure that you will enjoy this showcase.
eN arts
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2016 showcase #5 -SerendiptyThe theme of the fifth edition of showcase is "snapshots" now after all this time.
What do we, as the viewer rather than the photographer, see in these snapshots?
Photography consists of the objects photographed and techniques employed by
the photographer (effects such as composition, angles, colors, and contrast).
But if the viewer only reacts to the techniques employed, disregarding the context
and stories of the objects, then they are not observing the photograph itself. The
viewer should not focus on the techniques of the photographer. Rather, the
viewer should see the photograph in its entirety.
Snapshots start from taking photos of casual scenes of daily life, without the
photographer having any special skill in the art of photography. These
snapshots are photographs based only on the objects in the camera’s frame,
rather than photographic technics.
The photographer, of course, is the individual who balances the objects being
photographed and the techniques being used. However a photographer cannot
balance these easily because he is inevitably tied to the subjects being
photographed, and that connection without doubt affects him and can restrict
him. This is THE reason snapshots truly reveal a photographer’s true talent.
Snapshots do not express the people or things within the photograph itself but
instead actually reveal the photographer himself.
But, do we see the photographer when we look at the snapshots? NO! The
photographer remains behind the camera, of course, and cannot be in his photos.
All we see is the scene in the photo, and WE are simply in front of those scenes.
Observing photographs means that we come out of ourselves and join the
photographer, from his perspective and sense of distance. Distinguished
photographers agree with this thought. Observing photographs means that the
view come out of themselves and become assimilated to "~~". Naturally, "~~" is
none other than the photographer.
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That is to say when looking at a snapshot, we encounter the "non-identity" of the
photographer...not the objects, effects, nor the photographer. "Non-identity" is
the gap between photograph and photographer himself.
Snapshots were once a way to explore the reality of the daily life and to express,
and preserve, that reality. For "showcase#5", I have chosen three artists who
photograph scenes from their everyday lives. However, they do not search for
specific realities but rather pick up "episodes" that they happen upon, creating
their own photography from those episodes. So, to me, it seems like these three
artists are creating delicate experiences by photographing those episodes while
not identifying themselves to the world.
The word "Snapshot" has a history of over a century since A. Stieglitz first used
the word "snapshot" for his work (A Snapshot, Paris 1911). Snapshots 2016 is
part if a continuous experiment to bond society and the photographers
themselves.

Let me introduce the artists:
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Hyogo Mugyuda (b.1976)

“Artificial S 2, daemon” 2015
inkjet print ©Hyogo Mugyuda

Mugyuda has been posting a photo taken under set criteria on his blog "pile of
photography" every day.
In recent years, Mugyuda continues to present his an ongoing series of exhibition
titled "Artificial S".
Mugyuda received an honorable mention award (elected by Minoru Shimizu) in
Canon's New Cosmos of Photography 2014. For Mugyuda, photography is
nothing but a daily act to bond the world and himself in an asymmetrical relation.
These days he attempts to bond using photography are truly refreshing and
sparkling.
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Kawatou (b. 1983)

“Scat of Muhammad” 2015 | H297 × W420 mm
digital camera, color laser printer ed.2 ©Kawatou

Kawatou mainly works in Osaka, has published a photo tabloid "NOIZ" ,and
launched independent label -- "CITYRAT press". He centers his photography on
"FREE" space and objects, such as useless vacant lots in a city or garbage
pouring out of an unidentified abandoned house. I chose Kawatou to
participate in showcase#5 after seeing his works in "Chocomint Pink Salon" at
Gallery Main.
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Teppei Sako (b. 1988)

“FEB. 2016” 2016 | H200 × W158 × D50 mm
photo album ed.3 ©Teppei Sako

Sako has been actively exhibiting his works in galleries in Kansai Area since 2013.
He won the Grand Prize in Canon's New Cosmos of Photography 2015.
Sako also works with Shunsuke Kano and Ryo Ueta in a team named "THE
COPY TRAVELERS".
Sako tries to free snapshots from the concept of "dots" (points of time and space;
points of view and moment) by missing absolute moments on purpose. In his
snapshots, he refers to the nature of the photographic communication although
it seems like he fails to encounter the world in them at all.

May 2016
Minoru Shimizu
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MINORU SHIMIZU
Art critic. Regularly contributes essays and critics for photography books, art
magazines and museum catalogues. Recent English publications on art: "The
Art of Equivalence" in Wolfgang Tillmans truth study center (Taschen, 2005);
"Shinjuku, Index" in Daido Moriyama (Editorial RM, 2007), "Fiction and
Restoration of Eternity" in Hiroshi Sugimoto: Nature of Light (Izu Photo
Museum/Nohara, 2009); "Daido Moriyama's Farewell Photography" in Daido
Moriyama (Tate Modern, 2012)
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